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A survey of conditions for the nonemptiness of the three planar sums transportation polytope 
is given together with several open problems. 
1. Introduction 
Let m, n and p be natural numbers and let A = [ajk], B = [bik] and C = [c 0] be real 
matrices of type n xp,  m xp  and m x n respectively. The three planar sums 
transportation polytope for triple (A, B, C) is defined as the set T(A, B, C) of all 
nonnegative real three-dimensional matrices X= [xuk ] satisfying the system of 
equations 
m 
~, xijk=ajk (j= 1, 2, . . . ,n; k= 1, 2, ...,p), (1.1) 
i=1  
n 
X(ik=bik ( i= l ,2 , . . . ,m;  k=l ,  2,...,p), (1.2) 
j= l  
P 
~, Xijk=Cij (i= 1, 2, . . . ,m; j=  1, 2, ...,n). (1.3) 
k=l 
Several practical problems can be formulated as optimization problems over 
T(A, B, C) for appropriately chosen matrices A, B, C. For examples of such for- 
mulations, see Schell (1955), Haley (1963), Schmid (1966), Junginger (1972) and 
Raskin-Kiri~enko (1982). 
The main purpose of this paper is to provide a survey of necessary conditions on 
the matrices A, B, C for T(A, B, C) to be nonempty and to indicate some open pro- 
blems. It is hoped that it may serve to stimulate interest in this problem. 
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2. Obvious necessary conditions 
Let M={1, 2, . . . ,m}, N={1, 2, ...,n} and P={1, 2, ...,p}. It follows directly 
from the constraints (1.1)-(1.3) that the conditions 
ajk>_O, bik>_O, cij>_O for all ieM,  jeN ,  k~P;  (2.1) 
ajk= ~ bik for all k eP; (2.2) 
j~N i~M 
bik= ~ c U for all ieM; (2.3) 
k~P j~N 
co= ~ ajk for all j eN  (2.4) 
i~M k~P 
are necessary for the nonemptiness of T(A, B, C). Henceforth we shall assume that 
these obvious necessary conditions are satisfied by A, B, C. 
3. The Scheli conditions 
In 1955, Schell gave an example demonstrating that the obvious necessary condi- 
tions are not sufficient to ensure that T(A, B, C) is nonempty. Indeed, although the 
matrices 
[,8] 
A = [ajk] = 7 ' 
satisfy all of the obvious necessary conditions the corresponding polytope 
T(A, B, C) is empty since any X= [xotl belonging to T(A, B, C) would have to 
satisfy 
Xll I ~__all = 1, 
XII2~ b12 = 1, 
XII 1 +X l I2=CI I  =4.  
Based on this example, Schell introduced a new set o f  necessary conditions for 
the nonemptiness of T(A, B, C). 
It is easy to see that for each Xe T(A, B, C) the inequality 
xuk < min{ajk, bik, cij } (3.1) 
must hold for each (i, j, k)~ MxNx P. We will denote the right hand side of (3.1) 
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by mijk. By taking the sum of the inequalities (3.1) over i eM and using (1.1) we 
obtain that if T(A, B, C) is nonempty, then 
ajk<_ ~ mUk, jeN ,  keP .  
ieM 
Similarly, we have 
bik < _ ~ mek, ieM, keP ;  
j eN  
cij<_ ~ mvk, ieM, jeN  
keP 
as necessary conditions for the nonemptiness of T(A, B, C). 
Schell also noticed that the upper bounds mij k induce nontrivial lower bounds on 
xij k . If we fix i ~ M, j e N and k ~ P, the constraint 
Xajk = ajk 
ct ~ M 
implies that 
Xijk = ajk - ~ Xajk >-- ajk - ~ m ~k . 
a~M\{i} a~g\{ i}  
Similarly, we have 
Xij k >-- bik -- ~ miak, 
aeN\{ j}  
Xijk >-- Cij -- X mija . 
aeP\ {k} 
Denoting the number 
maxlO, a jk -~majk ,  b ik - -~miak ,  Cij--~mija 1 
a~M\  {i} a~N\ {j} a~P\  {k} 
by M~ik, we have 
Xijk>-~Mijk, i~M, j~N,  k~P.  
Again, by summing and using (1.1)-(1.3) we have, together with the previous condi- 
tions, that if T(A, B, C) is nonempty, then the inequalities 
Majk<ajk < ~ m~ik, jeN ,  k~P; (3.2) 
a~M a~M 
Miak<bik < ~ miak, i~M, keP;  (3.3) 
a~N a~N 
~_, Mija<_C~i<_ ~ mija, ieM,  jeN  (3.4) 
a~P a~P 
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must hold. We will call these conditions the Schell conditions. 
An immediate question is whether the Schell conditions are sufficient o ensure 
that T(A,B, C) is nonempty. Morfivek and Vlach (1967) gave an example 
demonstrating that they are not. Indeed, a little calculation shows that for A, B and 
¢-1 4-1 
]1 41 
1 41 
4 11 B= 
A= 4 l l '  
4 11 
4 I I  
~3 2)  
C given by 
r "  l ~ ,~ 
2 61 
7 I I ,  
6 ,~t 
6 ,'~ i 
C= 
"1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1" 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
all lower bounds M/j k are equal to 0 and all upper bounds mijk are equal to 1. Then 
it is easy to verify directly that all of the Schell conditions are satisfied. Nevertheless 
T(A, B, C) is empty since any Xe T(A, B, C) would have to satisfy the relations 
XIj2+X2j2<Clj+C2j=2 for all j e  {1, 2, 3, 8}, 
Xlj2+X2j2 <- aj2 =1 for a l l j e{4 ,5 ,6 ,7} ,  
8 8 
Xlj'2 + X X2j2 = b12 + bEE = 13, 
j= l  j= l  
which it clearly cannot. 
4. The Haley condit ions 
The idea of Schell was further developed by Haley (1963) who noticed that the 
lower bounds M/j k induce a new tighter set of upper bounds by a similar procedure 
to that by which the upper bounds muk induced the lower bounds M/j k. Moreover, 
these new upper bounds induce new lower bounds, and so on. Formally, we can 
describe the procedure as follows: 
Let M~Uk=0, mOk=oo for all (i,j, k )~MxNxP and define by induction 
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M&, c U- 1, m~j~ 1= min r __ mijk ' aj k ~ r _ r ga j  k , b ik ~ r 
a~M\ {i} a~N\  {j} a~P\{k} 
M~j~ 1 = max Igi~k, ajk -- ~ r majk ' bi k _ ~ r miak, Cij- 
aeM\{i} atN\{ j}  aeP \{k}  
It is easy to see that if Xe T(A, B, C), then 
< 1 1 0 <--xijk <--...<--mOk 
Therefore the limits 
mija , 
Hij k • ----- lim M/)rk, hijk := lim m~k 
r- -* oo r--~ oa 
exist and 
Hijk<_XUk<_hijk for all (i,j, k)~MxNxP.  
Hence, by summing over i (over j ,  over k) and using (1.1)-(1.3) we obtain the 
following necessary conditions - let us call them the Haley conditions - for the non- 
emptiness of T(A, B, C): 
Hijk<_ajk <~ ~ hijk, jEN ,  keP ;  (4 .1 )  
i¢M i~M 
Hijk<~bik <- Z hijk, i~M,  keP ;  (4 .2 )  
j~N j~N 
Hijk~Cij <_ ~ hijk, i~M, j~N.  (4 .3 )  
k~P k~P 
The previous example shows once again that these conditions are not sufficient, 
since in this case Hijk=O and hijk= 1 for all i,j, k and hence conditions (4.1)-(4.3) 
are satisfied. 
Problem 1. Haley (1965) claims that if T(A, B, C)¢0 ,  then the sequences m~k, M~k 
r s r are stationary, i.e. there exists an s such that muk= mijk and Mi~k=M~k for all r>s. 
This is certainly true if all entries of A, B and C are rational numbers. Is this true 
for real matrices? 
5. The Mor~vek-Vlach conditions I
The previous example suggests that bounds on sums of variables can be obtained 
which may be tighter than the bounds obtained by summing the bounds of the in- 
dividual variables. For ICM, JCM, KCP define A(J, K), B(I, K), C(I, J) and 
X(I, J, K) by 
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A( J ,K )= ~] 2 ajk, 
jEJkEK 
B(I,K)= E E bik, 
i~ lk~K 
c(A J)= E E co, 
i e l j e J  
x(z, J, K)= E E E 
i e l j e Jk~K 
It follows directly from (1.1)-(1.3) that 
X(l, J, K)<min{A(J ,  K), B(I, K), C(I, J)} 
for every X ~ T(A, B, C) and every/, J, K. Since 
X(M, J, K) =A(J, K), X(1, N, K) =B(1, K), X(1, J, P) = C(1, J) 
for each Xe T(A, B, C), we obtain the following necessary conditions for the 
nonemptiness of T(A, B, C): 
A(J,K)< ~ min{A(J,K), B({i},K), C({i},J)}, 
i6M 
B(I,K)<_ ~, min{A({j},K), B(I,K), C(I, {j})}, 
j eN  
C(I, J)<_ ~ min{A(J, {k}), B(I, {k}), C(L J)} 
keP  
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
for each IcM, JCN, KCP. 
Note that matrices A, B and C from the previous example, which passed the 
Haley conditions, fail to pass conditions (5.1)-(5.3). On the other hand, the matrices 
Ii° l iil l Iilil A= 1 , B= 1 , C= 0 1 0 1 
constructed by Smith (1975) pass all of conditions (5.1)-(5.3) and fail to pass the 
Haley conditions. Thus, conditions (5.1)-(5.3) are not sufficient o ensure that 
T(A, B, C) is nonempty. 
Nevertheless, conditions (5.1)-(5.3) are sufficient for the class of T(A, B, C) with 
min(m, n, p)_< 2. The case min(m, n, p)= 1 is trivial - the obvious necessary condi- 
tions are also sufficient. Assume that A, B, C with p=2,  m>_2, n_2  satisfy (5.1) 
and consider the system 
m 
yq=ajl ( j=  1, 2,.. . ,n), 
i=1 
n 
~, Yij = bil (i = 1, 2,..., m), (5.4) 
j= l  
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O<_yij<cij (i= 1, 2, . . . ,m; j=  1, 2,.. . ,n). 
For K= { 1 } the condition (5.1) gives 
m I / }~ ajl-< }~min bil, ~, co for all J CN. 
j~ J  i=1 j e J  ) 
Since 
n m 
ajl = ~ bil, 
j= l  i= l  
condition (5.5) is sufficient for the existence of a solution 
Yemelichev-Kovalev-Kravtsov (198 l) or Gale (1957). Setting 
(5.5) 
[Yu] to (5.4) - see 
x i j l  = Y(i  , xo :  = cij - yo  
we obtain an Xe T(A, B, C). 
Motzkin (1952) observed that all the extreme points of T(A, B, C) lie in the ring 
generated by elements of A, B, C if and only if min(m, n,/9)<2. Therefore, condi- 
tions (5. I)-(5.3) are, for this case, also neccssary and sufficient for thc existence of 
a nonnegative integer solution to (1.1)-(1.3) with integer right hand sides. 
6. The Mordvek-Vlach conditions II 
Since conditions (4.1)-(4.3) do not imply conditions (5.1)-(5.3) and conditions 
(5.1)-(5.3) do not imply conditions (4.1)-(4.3) it is natural to combine both ideas 
and develop an analogue of the Haley iterative procedure for sums of variables. 
Let us set 
~A(J, K), whenever S=M×JxK,  
M°(S)=m°(S)= J B(L K), whenever S=I×N×K,  
I~.C(L J), whenever S = I × J × P. 
M°(S)=0 and m°(S)= oo for other SCM×N×P and define by induction 
m r + I(S) = min/min [m r (U) + mr( V)], min [m r (S 12 W) - Mr( W)]~, 
(.v,z w ) 
m r + '(S) = max ~max [M r (U) + Mr( V)], max [M r (S 12 W) - mr( W)I~ 
(u ,v  w ) 
where the minimum and maximum over U, V are meant o be the minimum and 
maximum over all disjoint subsets U, Vof S satisfying Ut3 V= S, and the minimum 
and maximum over W are meant o be the minimum and maximum over all subsets 
W of the complement of S in M×N×P.  
We shall prove by induction that if X~ T(A, B, C), then 
M°(S)<_MI(S)<_ ... <_X(S)<_... <_ml(S)<_m°(S) (6.1) 
for all SCMxNxP.  Here X(S) denotes the sumr,(i,j,k)esXijk. Obviously 
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M°(S) <_ X(S) <_ m°(S). Assume that Mr(Q) < X(Q) <_ mr(Q) for all Q c M x N x P 
and consider an arbitrary SCM×Nx P. It is clear from the definition of m r+ I(S) 
that either 
m r + 1(S)= mr(Uo) + mr(Vo) (6.2) 
for some Uo, Vo C S satisfying Uo f) V0 = 0, U0 U V 0 = S, or 
mr+ l(S)=mr(su Wo)-Mr(Wo) (6.3) 
for some WoC(MxNxP)\S.  From our assumption it follows that 
X(Uo) <mr(Uo), 
X(SU Wo)<mr(SU Wo), 
Since X(. ) is additive we have 
X(V O) <-mr(Vo), 
X(Wo)> Mr(WO). 
X(S)= X(Uo) + X( Vo)< mr(Uo) + mr(Vo)= m r+ I(S) 
in case (6.2) and 
X(S)=X(SU Wo)-X(Wo)<_mtr+ l)(s) 
in case (6.3). The monotonicity of the sequence {mr(S)} is obvious directly from 
the definition. It can be verified analogously that 
M°(S)<MI(S)<_... <X(S). 
Now it is clear that if T(A, B, C) is nonempty, then for each SCMxNxPthe limits 
a(S): = lim Mr(s), fl(S)" = lim mr(S) 
/ ' / ' - *  OO n "*  ~ 
exist and 
a(S) <_ X(S) <_fl(S) (6.4) 
for each Xe T(A, B, C). Therefor e, both the existence of limits a(S) and fl(S) and 
the validity of the inequality 
a(S)<_B(S) (6.5) 
for each SCMxNxP are necessary for the nonemptiness of T(A, B, C). 
It follows directly from the definition of m r and M r that for each one-element 
set {(i,j, k)} and each r there is an s such that s>r and 
mS({(i,j, k)})<m~k, MS({(i,j, k)})->M/~rk. (6.6) 
Therefore, every A, B, and C which satisfy (6.5) also satisfy the Haley conditions. 
It turns out that the Mordvek-Vlach conditions I are also implied by conditions 
(¢i.5). Indeed, the Mordvek-Vlach conditions I can be restated in the following form 
- see Haley (1967): 
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A(J,K)<_B(I,K)+C(LJ) for all I , J ,K. (6.7) 
Here [ stands for the complement of I in M. Similarly we shall use the notation ]
and g for the complements of J in N and K in P respectively. Now, if a(S)<_fl(S) 
for each S C M x N x P, then 
A(J, K) = M°(Mx J×  K) < a (Mx J×  K) <f l (M× Jx  K) 
<_m2(MxJ×K)<_ml (Ix J×K)+ ml ( [x J×K)  
<_ m°(I × N x K) - M°(I x i x  K) + m°(/x  J x P)  - M°( /x  J x K) 
<_ m°(I x N x K) + m°([x  J x P)  = B(I, K) + C(L J). 
Prob lem 2. Is the existence of the limits a(S) and p(S) together with the validity of 
(6.5) sufficient for the nonemptiness of T(A, B, C)? 
Remark. The procedure described in this section can be applied to more general pro- 
blems. Let f and g be extended real-valued functions defined on an algebra T C 2 x 
where X is a nonempty (not necessarily finite) set. Assume that 
- oo_<f(S)< oo,f(O)=O, 
- o0 < g(S)  <_ oo, g(O) = 0 
and consider the problem of determining whether or not there exists an additive 
function x on "l" satisfying the inequalities 
f (s) <_ x(S) <_ g(S) (6.8) 
for each S e T. Define 
M°(S) = f (S), m°(S) = g(S), 
mr + l(S)= min linf [mr(u)+ mr( v)], inf [mr(su W) -  Mr(W)] 1 
Lu. v w 
M r + I(S) = max Isup [M r(U) + Mr( V)], sup [g  r(S U W) - mr( W)] 1 
(u, v w ) 
where the infima and suprema over U, V and W are defined in a manner analogous 
to the minima and maxima described in the beginning of this section. It turns out 
- see Morfivek and Vlach (1968) - that if there exists an additive function x satisfying 
(6.8), then there exist limits 
a(S): = lim Mr(s), 
r~oa 
and a(S)<_p(S) for each SeT.  
]/(S): = lim mr(S) 
r~ 
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7. The Smith condi t ions  I 
If follows directly from (1.1)-(1.3) that 
A(J, K)=X(I ,  J, K )+X(L  J, K), 
B(I, K) = X(I, J, K) + X(I, J, K), 
C(L J) = X(L J, K) + X([, J, I(). 
Hence, for A (I, J, K) defined by 
A(I, J, K)= B(I, K) + C(L J ) -  A(J, K) 
we have 
A (I, J, K) = X(L J, K) + X([, 3", I?,) 
and every bound on X(I, J, K) and X(L J , / ( )  gives a bound on A (L J, K). 
Smith (1973) used the Haley lower and upper bounds on the invidual variables 
to obtain the following necessary conditions for the nonemptiness of T(A, B, C): 
H(I , J ,K)+H([, J , I ( )<_A(LJ ,  K)<_h(I, J ,K)+h([, J , I()  (7.1) 
for al l / ,  J, K. Here the notation is used in a way analogous to that of Section 5. 
Obviously, the conditions (7.1) imply the Morfivek-Vlach conditions I because - 
see (6.7) - the latter are equivalent o A(I, J, K)>_O. It is also not difficult - see 
Smith (1973) - to verify that the Haley conditions are a subset of the conditions 
(7.1). Smith (1973) gave an example demonstrating that the conditions (7.1) are in 
fact tighter than both the Haley conditions and the Morfivek-Vlach conditions I. 
Indeed, the matrices 
"-1 1 
1 0 
1 0 
A= 1 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 1 1TM 
0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 
1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
. J  
B= 
-1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 TM 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 , 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
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C= 
" -1020103"  
1 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0  1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 2  
4 1 0 0 0 0 2  
020 1 220  
0 1 0 1 1 4 0  
pass all of the Haley conditions and the Moravek-Vlach Conditions I but fail to pass 
conditions (7.1) for I= { 1,5}, J=  { 1,7}, K= {6,7}. 
Instead of the Haley bounds we can use in the same manner the bounds 
Otijk:=Ot({(i,j, k)}), ,8(/k:=,8({fi, j, k)}) 
on the individual variables or the bounds a(-) ,  ,8(. ) for the sets I x ]×K and 
[× J×/( .  The former gives the conditions 
or(I, ], K) + a(L J, I?, ) < A (I, J, K) <_,8(I, ], K) +,8(/, J , / ( )  (7.2) 
for all/ ,  J, K; the latter gives the conditions 
a(Ix ]xK)  + a([x JxI()<_d (I, J, K)<_,8(Ix I /K )  +,8(/x Jx / ( )  (7.3) 
for all I, J, K. 
Because of the subadditivity of ,8 and superadditivity of a, the conditions (7.3) 
are at least as tight as conditions (7.2) and because of (6.6) conditions (7.2) are at 
least as tight as conditions (7.1). 
Problem 3. Are conditions (7.2) or (7.3) tighter than conditions (7.1)? 
Problem 4. Are conditions (7.1) or (7.2) or (7.3) sufficient? 
It is shown in the next section that all of conditions (7.1)-(7.3) follow from the 
Morfivek-Vlach conditions II. 
8. The Smith conditions II 
Stating the Mor~vek-Vlach conditions I in the form 
A(J, K)<_B(I, K)+C(L J) 
or, by symmetry, in the form 
B(I,K)<_A(J,K)+C(I,]) or C(I,J)<_A(J,K)+B(I,I() 
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we see that the sums of the right hand sides of (1.1)-(1.3) are always over sets in 
the form of cartesian products. Smith (1973) extended these conditions to sums over 
more general sets. To restate these conditions let us take UCNxP, VCMxP, 
WcMxN and define QI(U), Q2(V) and Q3(W) by 
QI(U) = {(i,j, k) I (j, k) U}, 
Q2(V)={(i,j,k)l(i,k)E V}, 
Q3(W)= {(i,j, k) l (i,j) ~ W}. 
Now the second set of the Smith conditions can be restated in the following form: 
For T(A, B, C) to be nonempty it is necessary that 
A(U) _< B(V) + C(W) 
B(V)<_A(U) + C(W) 
C(W)<_A(U)+ B(V) 
whenever Ql(U) C Q2(V) U Q3(w), 
whenever Q2(V) c Ql (U) U Q3(W), 
whenever Q3(W)c Ql(U) U Q2(v). 
(8.1) 
(8.2) 
(8.3) 
To see the necessity, observe that A(U)=X(QI(U)), B(V)=X(Q2(V)), and 
c(w)=x(Q3(W)). 
It is straightforward that these conditions include the Morfivek-Vlach conditions 
I - it suffices to take U=J×K, V=I×K and W=[×J and noted that Ql(U)= 
M×J×K, Q2(V)=IxNxK and Q3(W)=[xJxP. The example in the previous 
section shows that the Morfivel-Vlach conditions I are a proper subset of the condi- 
tions (8.1)-(8.3) since it fails to satisfy (8.3) for 
U= {(1,1), (1,5), (1,6), (1,7), (3,5), (3,6), (3,7), 
(5,5), (5,6), (5,7), (7,1), (7,5), (7,6), (7,7)}, 
V= {(1,1), (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (2,2), (2,3), (2,4), 
(4,2), (4,3), (4,4), (5,2), (5,3), (5,4)}, 
W= {(1,1), (1,3), (1,5), (1,7), (2,1), (2,7), (4,1), (4,7), (5,1), (5,7)}. 
Moreover, the conditions (8.1)-(8.3) do not follow from the Haley conditions 
since this example passes all of the Haley conditions. 
We shall prove now that the conditions (8.1)-(8.3) follow from the 
Mor~vek-Vlach conditions II. In fact, we shall prove it for the conditions (8.3) only, 
since (8.1) and (8.2) follow in a similar way. 
Let us assume that the Morfivek-Vlach condition II are satisfied for given A, B 
and C. If Q3(W)cQI(U)UQ2(V), then for each ( i , j )e  W there is a set KijCP 
such that 
k~Kij=, (.~ k)~ U, 
k gu-(i,k)  V. 
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Let us set 
Obviously 
SI:= U {i} X {j} xK i j  , 
(i,j)~ W 
SE := U {i}x{j}xI?,i, j .  
(i, j)e W 
Q3(W)=Sl t . . JS2 ,  Sl OS2=~,  Sl C QI(U), S2C Q2(V) • 
Hence, for sufficiently large s and r we have 
C(W)= X M°({ i}x{ j}xP)<-M, (  U { i}x{ j}xP]  
(i,j)e W \ ( i , j )~ W / 
_<a((U) {i}x {j}xP)=a(SIUS2)<_fl(SIUS2) 
< mr+ 2(S 1 [..j S2 ) _<< mr+ 1 (S 1 ) + mr+ l(s2) 
< mr(Ql(U)) - Mr(QI(U) \ SI) + mr(Q2(V)) - g r (o2(v )  \ S2) 
< mr(Ql(U)) + mr(Q2(V)) 
=mr( U Mx {J}X {k})+mr( U {/}xNx{k}) 
(j, V \(i, k)~ V 
< ~, m°(Mx{ j}x{k})+ ~ m°({i}xNx{k}) 
(A k) • U (i, k) e V 
=A(U)+B(V) .  
G. Rote observed recently that this method can also be used to prove that condi- 
tions (7.3), (7.2) and (7.1) follow from the Mor~ivek-Vlach conditions II. 
Indeed, it follows from construction of m r and M r that 
m r+ 1(Ix Jx  K)<_mr( IxNx  K) -Mr ( IX  ,/X K), 
m r+ l ( [X J xK)<mr( [x  Jx  P) -Mr ( ix  Jx  I~), 
mr+ 2(gx  Jx  K )<m r+ l ( [x  J x  K) + m r+ I(/X J xK) .  
Therefore, the sum 
gr ( lX JXK)+ Mr( [X Jx l ( )  
does not exceed the value 
mr( Ix  Nx  K) + mr( ix  J x P) - m r+ 2(M× Jx  K). 
At the same time 
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Moreover, 
mr(IX NX K) < m°(Ix Nx  K) = B(I, K), 
mr(Ix J x P) <_ m°(Tx J x P) = C(~ J). 
mr+ 2(Mx JxK)>_M°(Mx Jx  K) =A(J, K), 
provided the Morfivek-Vlach conditions II hold. 
Consequently, 
Mr(Ix J xK)  + Mr(IX Jxl~)<<_d (I, J, K) 
for all r and hence 
a(I x Jx  K) + a([x J x IZ, ) <_A (I, J, K). 
The remaining part of (7.3), i.e. the inequality 
d (I, J, K) < fl(I x J x K) + f l ([x Jx / ( )  
can be obtained in a similar way. 
Conditions (7.2) now follow from superadditivity of a and subadditivity of ft. 
Finally, since 
nijk<__Ot({i }X {j} X {k}), 
hijk>fl({i} X {j} X {k}), 
we obtain (again by superadditivity of a and subadditivity of p) the Smith condi- 
tions I. 
ProbLem 5. Do the Haley conditions follow from conditions (8.1)-(8.3)? 
ProbLem 6. What are the relations between conditions (8.1)-(8.3) and conditions 
(7.1), (7.2) and (7.3)? 
Problem 7. Are conditions (8.1)-(8.3) sufficient? 
9. The Smith conditions III 
The Smith conditions II can be enhanced by bounds on the individual variables 
in the same manner as the Mor~vek-Vlach conditions I have been enhanced in ob- 
taining the conditions (7.1) and (7.2). For example, using the Haley bounds as sug- 
gested in Smith (1973) we obtain from (8.3) the following conditions: If T(A, B, C) 
is nonempty, then for each U, V and W satisfying Q3(W)cQI(U)UQ2(V) we 
have 
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where 
m n p m n p 
~. ~ Hijk(Ujk+Vik--wij)<A< ~ ~. ~ hijk(Uik+Oik--wu) (9.1) 
i= l j= lk=l  i= l j= lk=l  
n p m p m n 
~= E X a~ujk + E ~ b,~v,k- E E c,jw~, 
j= lk=l  i= lk=l  i= l j= l  
I1, whenever (j, k) e U, 
uj, = 0, whenever (j, k) ¢ U, 
I1, whenever (i, k) e V, 
Oik = 0, whenever (i, k)¢ V, 
I l, whenever (/,j) e W, 
wij = O, whenever (i, j )  ¢ IV, 
To see the necessity, observe that 
m m p 
~ = E E E xi~,~(ujk + oik - wij ) 
i= l j= lk=l  
and that Q3(W) c ~/l (U) U Q1 (V) ensures nonnegativity of ujk + oik - wo. 
The resultant conditions imply all of the Smith conditions I and II, all of the 
Mor~vek-Vlach conditions I and all of the Haley conditions. 
Problem 8. What are the relations between the Smith conditions III and the 
Mor~vek-Vlach conditions II? 
Problem 9. Are the Smith conditions III sufficient? 
Problem 10. The problems analogous to the previous two for the conditions 
resulting from the bounds t~ij k and flijk instead of/-/,jk and hij,. 
10. Some other problems 
It is easy to verify that the polytope T(A, B, C) defined by the matrices 
A= 1 ... 
: , B= 
. . °  
o o o  
1 n ... 
C= 
l . ° .  
1 p ... 
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degenerate to a point, namely to the point X= [xuk] with 
~ ~), if i=m, j=l ,  k=l,  XUk = 0, if (i,j, k )~M'xN 'xP ' ,  
1, otherwise 
where M'=M\{m},  N'=N\{ I}  and P '=P\{1}.  
If T(A, B, C) is nonempty and if the Haley lower bounds are equal to the cor- 
responding Haley upper bounds, then T(A, B, C) has one point only. The example 
demonstrates that the converse is not true. Mor~ivek and Vlach (1970) applied the 
Haley device of lower and upper bounds to certain flow problems in networks and 
gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a unique feasible flow. 
Prob lem 11. Characterize those A, B and C for which T(A, B, C) degenerates into 
a point. 
It is not difficult o verify that m + n +p-  1 equations of system (1.1)-(1.3) follow 
from the remaining equations and that the rank of the subsystem 
is equal to 
xuk=ajk, j~N, keP; 
i~M 
X~ik=bik, ieM',  k~P; 
j~N 
~. XUk=CU, i~M, yeN 
k~P 
mp+np+mn-m-n-p+ 1. 
Therefore, the dimension of T(A, B, C) cannot exceed (m-  1)(n - 1 ) (p -  1). At the 
same time, T(A, B, C) with 
ajk=m, b ik :n ,  Cij---- p 
for all i, j, k contains a point X all components of which are positive (e.g. x~/k = 1). 
Consequently, the dimension of this polytope is equal to (m-  1)(n- 1)(p-  1). 
Prob lem 12. Do there exist matrices A, B and C such that the dimension of 
T(A, B, C) is q for each integer q between 0 and (m-  1)(n- 1)(p-  1)? 
Since the matrix of the system (1.1)-(1.3) is not totally unimodular whenever 
min(m, n ,p)>2,  it is possible to construct an example of a nonempty T(A, B, C) 
with integer A, B and C which has no integer point. For example, T(A, B, C) with 
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A = 
consists of one noninteger 
~0 
0 
0 0 
B= 
"-1 0 1-" 
1 0 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 0 
C= 
~0 1 0 1-" 
1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 
0 1 1 0 
1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 1 
[xijl ] = 
[xu3] = 
point only, namely of the point X= [xijk] with 
1-~ 0 r 
o 
0 0 
o 0 0 0 '  Ix02] = 
t 0 0 2 2 
0 0 ½ ± ,.. 2~ 
1-~ ~o~o~ 
¢ 0¢  0 
¢oo  ~ 
l l 0 0 2 2 
0 0 0 0 
oo0o 
% 0 0 ~  
0 0 0 0 
~o0¢ 
o¢¢0 
l l 0 0 
1 1 ~022~ 
D. de Werra (1978) showed that if 
a j l  = a j2 - - . . .  :a jp ,  
bil = b,2 =... = bip, 
then T(A, B, C) with nonnegative integer A, B and C has an integer point if and 
only if 
cij<<_payl, j eN ,  
i~M 
cij <_Pbil , i ~ M. 
j eN  
Prob lem 13. Characterize those integer matrices A, B and C for which T(A, B, C) 
contains an integer point. 
Prob lem 14. The nonemptiness of T(A, B, C) can be decided by the ellipsoid 
algorithm in time polynomial in the length of the binary encoding of A, B and C. 
Is there an algorithm to decide whether T(A, B, C) is nonempty in which the number 
of arithmetic operations and comparisons i  bounded by a polynomial in m, n, and 
p? In other words, is there a genuinely polynomial algorithm to decide whether 
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T(A, B, C) is nonempty. See Megiddo (1982) for the concept of genuinely 
polynomial algorithm. 
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